2022 AGEP Student Success Conference Speaker Lineup

Preparing for the New World of Work
Greetings Colleagues,

The AGEP Student Success Conference will be held on Friday September 30-Saturday October 1st, 2022 and features interactive tracks that explore different stages of the Ph.D. journey and faculty career development including starting with applying into graduate school.

This activity is a great opportunity for undergraduate students nearing the graduate school application process, graduate students and post-docs at all levels of their respective careers as well as faculty looking to advance their mentoring skills. This is also a great opportunity for individuals hoping to apply for employment in academia. The Conference will be held as a hybrid event. Enclosed are the biographies of the preliminary list of speakers. For more information, please visit https://grad.msu.edu/AGEP/conference or call the MSU AGEP Program Director, Steven Thomas at 517-432-3268.
Friday Plenary Sessions  
11:00 AM-12:15 PM ET

Getting Involved in Science Policy Careers
This panel will focus on skills on how to explore science policy careers at different levels of government including local, state and federal.

**Ja’Wanda S Grant: Oak Ridge National Laboratory**
As Manager for Educational and Pathway Programs at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Grant oversees internships for students and supplemental research training for faculty. Grant also engages with strategic universities and consortia, like the National GEM Consortium, to support recruitment of talented and diverse students. She has a strong track record of collaborations with faculty and university/industry partners to support student success throughout the STEM pathway. Grant's commitment to diversity in STEM extends into the community through mentorship and advocacy as a board member of Oak Ridge Computer Science Girls and a co-founder of Celebrate Sisters Foundation. Grant has a doctoral degree in pharmaceutical sciences from the University of Tennessee Health Science Center and a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering from the University of Mississippi. She is a 2017 alumna of the Higher Education Resource Services (HERS) Leadership Institute for Women, and a 2020 alumna of the New Leadership Academy, both nationally renowned for impacting diversity in higher education leadership.

**Glenn Robinson: Morgan State University**
Glenn Robinson is a program developer at Morgan State University. Since 2003, through Morgan State’s School of Engineering and the Institute for Urban Research, he has been a recipient of a Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Transportation Equity Cooperative Research grant (TECRP). Under that grant, he worked with national experts, advocacy organizations, local activists, and government officials on Environmental Justice. The TECRP project was designed to enhance community-driven environmental justice in transportation (EJT) research funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) from 2003-2005. In 2014 and 2015, he developed programs for and taught in the Young African Leadership Initiative (YALI), a USAID project. Most recently, Mr. Robinson has been involved in providing GIS mapping tools, instruction, and curricula to secondary schools with predominately African American enrollment. He received his master’s degree is planning and transportation from Morgan State University and his bachelor’s in political science from University of Maryland-College Park.
Beth Ruedi: American Association for the Advancement of Science

Dr. Beth Ruedi, serves as the director of operations for SEA Change, an initiative promoting systemic transformation in higher education to support true equity and inclusion. She previously served as the director for AAAS Science in the Classroom, a collection of annotated research papers. Ruedi received her PhD in behavior genetics from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2007. She has been involved in the STEM professional society sector for a decade, first serving as the founding Director of Education and Professional Development at the Genetics Society of America. There, Dr. Ruedi helped cultivate an educational mission for GSA, resulting in a complex portfolio of over 20 activities, initiatives, partnerships, and awards, many of which worked to address systemic issues underlying the lack of diversity in STEM.
Friday Plenary Sessions

Culturally-Responsive Mentoring

This workshop will focus on skills on how to build a research team and current research trends around mentoring. This event will be valuable for any graduate student, post-doc, faculty member or community leader interested in developing their skills in cultural sensitivity as well as the creation of inclusive environments and work teams.

**Randall J. Roper: Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis**

Dr. Randall Roper is an Associate Professor of Biology and Director of the IUPUI Graduate Mentoring Center at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis. As the inaugural Director of the IUPUI Graduate Mentoring Center, he organizes monthly programs for faculty, staff and students to improve mentoring. During the past three years, the Center has concentrated on Culturally Aware Mentoring. The goal of his laboratory research is to find how genes in three copies lead to skeletal and cognitive deficits in individuals with Down syndrome. His laboratory is composed of outstanding graduate and undergraduate students that concentrate their studies on skeletal and neurological traits associated with Trisomy 21. He enjoys training and mentoring the next generation of scientists. In his free time, he enjoys spending time with his wife and four daughters as well as training for and running marathons.

**Etta Ward: Harris Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis**

Etta Ward has led research and faculty development operations in the IUPUI Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research for over 19 years. As the Assistant Vice Chancellor for Research Development, her primary role is to advance the IUPUI research mission through faculty research and professional development. In addition, she promotes effective mentoring as a strategy for personal and professional success, which has been central to many efforts and grown well beyond the boundaries of academia. As a National Research Mentoring Network (NRMN) certified facilitator for mentor training, Ward has built a body of work around effective mentorship—especially, targeting underrepresented populations. She promotes competency-based and culturally-aware mentoring strategies that bolster inclusive mentoring cultures. Ward views this work as her professional calling, with potential to impact mentoring generations into the future. She values opportunities to pay-it-forward by sharing her insights and passion with diverse audiences from all career stages, disciplines, and professions.
Friday Plenary Sessions
All About Negotiating: A Recession-Proof Guide

This presentation will discuss skills on how to students and instructors modify study and teaching techniques based on current neuroscience research.

Christina Campbell: University of Cincinnati

Dr. Christina Alicia Campbell is a first-generation college student from Los Angeles, California. She is currently a tenured Associate Professor in the School of Criminal Justice at the University of Cincinnati. Dr. Campbell earned a B.A. from San Diego State University in 2006, and a Masters and Ph.D. in Psychology from Michigan State University in 2012. She completed a postdoctoral fellowship in the Department of Psychiatry, Division of Prevention and Community Research at Yale University in 2014. Her passion for research was cultivated as a Ronald E. McNair Scholar and National Institutes of Health, Minority Biomedical Research Support (MBRS) Scholar.

Dr. Campbell’s primary research interests include delinquency prevention, risk assessment, juvenile justice, child welfare policy, and reducing racial disparities. Dr. Campbell has over 35 research publications. Her research is published in various peer-reviewed academic journals, which include Criminology Public Policy, Criminal Justice and Behavior, Child and Youth Services Review, Crime and Delinquency, Journal of Traumatic Stress, and Youth Violence and Juvenile Justice.

In addition to research and teaching, she has mentored scholars pursuing graduate and professional degrees. After over 10 years of service, Dr. Campbell started Academel80, a professional development group designed to provide support for academics transitioning into the workplace.

Dr. Campbell has provided workshops and one-on-one consultation services for academics across several areas which include, negotiating academic job offers, academic entrepreneurship, navigating graduate and professional school, racial/ethnic minorities in STEM, and first-generation college student success.

Dr. Campbell’s most sought-after university workshop entitled, “All about Negotiating: What to do before, during, and after the job offer” has helped academics secure over half a million dollars of additional research startup funds and salaries. She is also an author and illustrator of a children’s book for adults titled “The ABC’s of Negotiating.” This book was designed to teach academics foundational skills for asking for what they need and want while on the job market.
Saturday Morning Sessions
10:45 AM-11:45 AM ET

Graduate School Exploration and Managing Mentor Expectations:
This panel will discuss how a student can prepare a competitive application and how they can leverage their undergraduate experiences as well as how to avoid common mistakes during the first years of graduate school.

**Isola Brown: Michigan State University**

Dr. Isola Brown is Director of Online Graduate Programs in Pharmacology and Toxicology at Michigan State University. In this role, she supports students academically, professionally, and personally as they receive higher education training in Pharmacology and Toxicology, in pursuit of academic and career advancement. Dr. Brown has a long-standing professional interest in the holistic development of junior scientists, particular students who are historically underrepresented in the STEM fields.

Dr. Brown received Bachelor of Arts degrees in Chemistry and Biochemistry from the University of Pennsylvania and a PhD in Pharmacology/Toxicology and Environmental Toxicology from Michigan State University. She completed a postdoctoral research fellowship at the University of Virginia. Dr. Brown is a proud MSU-AGEP alumna, having served on the Steering Committee and as Associate Editor of the Fall 2016 MSU AGEP Science Today Bulletin.

**Tabitha M. Hardy: Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis**

Tabitha M. Hardy, Ph. D. is the assistant vice chancellor for graduate education and assistant dean for student development and academic affairs within the University Graduate School and IUPUI Graduate Office. She also holds a faculty appointment as a lecturer in the department of Biology at IUPUI. Dr. Hardy is the youngest of ten children and the first in her family to attain a college degree. Dr. Hardy has successfully navigated academia as a first-generation minority female in STEM at both minority and majority serving institutions. Hardy received her BS in Biology Education from Alcorn State University, her Master's in Biology from Jackson State University and earned her Ph.D. from Indiana University School of Medicine in Microbiology and Immunology. After completing a postdoctoral fellowship at the University of Alabama at Birmingham where she studied breast cancer health disparities and epigenetics, she held an appointment as an assistant professor of Biology at Stillman College, a historically black college in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Hardy has a wealth of teaching and research experience and has received numerous internal and external grants to fund her research and various projects. In current her roles, Hardy builds and sustains campus and community academics, research, and career partnerships; prepares grants; and teaches contemporary biology and career and professional development courses. She also serves as the advisor of the Underrepresented Professional and Graduate student Organization (UPhG0).
Strategies for Navigating the Dissertation: 10:45 AM-11:45 AM ET
This seminar will focus on how to make the dissertation writing process smooth and will address issues such as negotiating with faculty committees and making progress despite the demands of the doctoral educational process. Though this seminar is ideally suited to graduate students who have entered or are about to enter the dissertation process, graduate students at other stages of their programs will get valuable information about academic writing in general and anticipated experiences with the dissertation.

Pamela Martin: University of South Carolina
Dr. Pamela Martin is a Professor in the Department of Psychology and African American Studies Program at the University of South Carolina. Prior to returning to her alma mater, she served as the Associate Dean in the College of Juvenile Justice and Interim Department Head in the Psychology Department at Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU). Before coming to PVAMU, she served for two years as the Chair in the Department of Psychology at North Carolina Central University (NCCU). At NCCU, she instituted the department’s branding message and the use of social media to help the department’s green efforts. She also increased the number of undergraduate and graduate students participating in research. Starting her academic career at North Carolina State University, she was the first African American female tenured in the Department of Psychology in 2009. For her outreach efforts in the Raleigh-Durham areas in 2008, Dr. Martin was inducted into the Academy of Outstanding Faculty Engaged in Extension and Engagement at NC State University. She holds a B.S. in Psychology from the University of South Carolina, an M.A. in Psychology from North Carolina Central University, and a Ph.D. in Ecological/Community Psychology and Urban Studies from Michigan State University. After completing her graduate training, Dr. Martin was a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow at the Programs for Research on Black Americans at the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. Influenced by ecological theory, Dr. Martin is interested in examining the person-environmental fit between social institutions such as churches and behavioral outcomes. More specifically, her research investigates the role of theology in shaping the daily experiences of African Americans.
Social Media Branding Techniques: 10:45 AM-11:45 AM ET
This panel will discuss how audience members can communicate their research and professional advancement to broader audiences using social media.

Terah J. Fox: LinkedIn
Terah Fox is a Group Manager, Employee Communications at LinkedIn, where she leads internal communications for the company’s Global Talent Organization. During her 18-year career as a communications professional, Terah has partnered with leaders across several industries and business functions to build communications strategies for enterprise initiatives, executive communications, employee engagement and community relations. Terah’s work is industry agnostic, including time in tech, consumer-packaged goods, utilities, finance, food & beverage and business consulting. Before her role at LinkedIn, Terah led employee communications for the HR, IT and Supply Chain functions at food and snacks giant, Conagra Brands. She also managed field-force communications and media relations for multinational gas and electric company, National Grid. Prior to that role, Terah spent time at international public relations and communications agency, Fleishman Hillard, where she served as an inaugural member of the agency’s Diversity Counsel. Terah’s work has been recognized by the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC), the Association of Marketing and Communications Professionals and others. She holds an MA in Organizational Communication from the University of Missouri – St. Louis and a BA in Interdisciplinary Studies from the University of Missouri-Columbia. A Kansas City, MO native, Terah spent time in St. Louis, MO and Ithaca, NY before settling in Omaha, NE.

Jamal Watson: Trinity Washington University
Up until recently, Dr. Jamal Watson was the executive editor of Diverse: Issues In Higher Education, where he also served as a senior staff writer and editor-at-large for the publication. He is currently a consultant and contributor to Diverse and has joined the faculty at Trinity Washington University in the nation’s capital as a professor and director of the Graduate Program in Strategic Communication and Public Relations. Dr. Watson is a graduate of Georgetown University; and received a Master’s degree in Journalism from Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism. He earned a Ph.D. in Afro-American Studies from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. An expert on media and higher education issues, Dr. Watson is a sought-after speaker and commentator on issues related to diversity, equity and inclusion.
Leadership and Promotion Strategies

During this session, panelists will discuss how to balance research/teaching duties with administration responsibilities as well as how to leverage professional development opportunities after tenure.

**Tera Jordan: Iowa State University**

Dr. Tera R. Jordan is the Assistant Provost for Faculty Development and an Associate Professor of Human Development and Family Studies at Iowa State University. She supports the development of programs and policies that increase faculty success. Dr. Jordan’s research focuses on leveraging partnerships to advance inclusion and strengthen African American well-being. She teaches advanced qualitative methods and mixed methods. Prior to her faculty appointment in 2012, Dr. Jordan earned a dual-title Ph.D. in Human Development and Family Studies and Demography from The Pennsylvania State University in 2005 and worked at the University of Georgia from 2004 to 2012.

**Valerio Ferme: University of Cincinnati**

Valerio Ferme, PhD, serves as the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, providing oversight and strategic direction for the University of Cincinnati’s (UC) more than 46,000 students, 6,000 faculty and 13 academic colleges, the Graduate School, UC Online, and a collection of state-of-the-art university libraries. As the university’s chief academic officer, Ferme oversees the human and fiscal resources that fuel UC’s academic and research mission with assistance from the academic deans and Provost senior staff while also supporting various aspects of faculty and student success. Ferme joined UC in 2019 as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences - UC’s largest college - overseeing a $125 million budget and 21 departments. During his decanal term Ferme created a 21st Century Task Force to support the college’s strategic plan, spearheaded a college-wide commitment to sponsored research, expanded co-op and academic offerings, and created the position of Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence and Community Partnerships. Prior to UC, Ferme served as Dean of the College of Arts and Letters at Northern Arizona University from 2017-2019 and Divisional Dean for the Arts and Humanities at the University of Colorado from 2015-2017, where he also served as Chair of the Department of French and Italian for six years. At the University of Colorado, Ferme’s work also focused on curricular enhancements as well as support for underrepresented minorities. In 2014, Ferme was recognized for his pedagogy with the Boulder Faculty Assembly Excellence in Teaching Award and in 2017 for his work in Inclusive Excellence on behalf of staff and underrepresented graduate students with a Special Recognition Award from the Office of Diversity, Equity and Community Engagement. Ferme earned undergraduate degrees in Biology and Religious Studies at Brown University, a Master in Comparative Literature and Italian Studies from Indiana University and a PhD in Comparative Literature from UC Berkeley, where he was awarded Fulbright and Chancellor’s Fellowships. As a scholar, Ferme has published three monographs, three edited volumes, two scholarly translations and a bilingual collection of poetry, in addition to over 60 articles and reviews.
CharMaine holds a Doctorate of Education in Community College Leadership from Kansas State University (KSU), with distinction as KSU’s nominee for the 2022 College of Graduate School/ProQuest Distinguished Dissertation Award for Social Sciences.
Keynote Speaker for Saturday Luncheon  12:00 PM-1:20 PM ET

Preparing for the New World of Work

Kelly Mack: Association of American Colleges and Universities

Dr. Kelly Mack is the Vice President for Undergraduate STEM Education and Executive Director of Project Kaleidoscope at the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). In this capacity, Dr. Mack provides leadership for the organization’s mission level commitments to quality and inclusion through the delivery of world class professional development aimed at empowering our nation’s finest STEM faculty to competitively train and educate more STEM students. Prior to joining AAC&U, Dr. Mack was the Senior Program Director for the National Science Foundation ADVANCE Program while on loan from the University of Maryland Eastern Shore where, as a Professor of Biology, she taught courses in Physiology and Endocrinology for 17 years.

Dr. Mack’s holistic approach to STEM reform is grounded in a strategic vision that foregrounds inclusion as an immutable factor for achieving excellence in undergraduate STEM education. Her leadership in STEM reform has led to: significant increases in the capacity of STEM faculty to implement culturally responsive pedagogies, major shifts in the ways in which leadership development for STEM faculty is delivered, and the expansion of both physical and virtual convening platforms for knowledge generation, exchange, and dissemination.

Recognized as a national thought leader in higher education, Dr. Mack’s work has been highlighted in Diverse Magazine and U.S. News and World Report. Currently, she is an advisor to several institutional transformation initiatives at NSF-funded ADVANCE institutions, as well as other national STEM reform collaboratives. She is also co-founder and chair of the board of the Society of STEM Women of Color, Inc., and has served as member of numerous board and national committees.

Dr. Mack earned the BS degree in Biology from the University of Maryland Eastern Shore and, later, the PhD from Howard University in Physiology. She has had extensive training and experience in the area of cancer research with her research efforts focusing primarily on the use of novel antitumor agents in breast tumor cells, as well as the use of bioflavonoids in the regulation of estrogen receptor positive (ER+) and estrogen receptor negative (ER-) breast tumor cell proliferation. Most recently, her research efforts have examined STEM leadership development and the impact of mindfulness on STEM faculty self-efficacy.
Saturday Afternoon Sessions 2:40 PM-4:00 PM ET

Financial and Mental Wellness in Graduate School

This panel will cover psycho-social factors (e.g. mentorship, TA growing pains, networking, mental health, etc.) and financial concerns (e.g. funding, budgeting, insurance, etc.) that influence the success of students.

**Ami Iceman-Haueter: MSU Federal Credit Union**

Ami Iceman-Haueter is the Assistant Vice President of Research and Digital Experience at MSU Federal Credit Union. Iceman-Haueter specializes in research, communications, and the creation of engaging digital experiences. Iceman-Haueter graduated from Michigan State University with her bachelor’s degree in Advertising, specializing in Public Relations, and was part of the first “graduating” classes for the New Media Driver’s License program. She actively attends conferences and specialized programming in the areas of Digital Experience and Customer Experience to expand her knowledge base and follow industry trends. Alongside the team at MSUFCU, Iceman-Haueter works to support the evolution of member experience practices within the organization.

**Katrenia Reed Hughes: IUPUI and Passion 2 Purpose, LLC**

Dr. Hughes, known by her students and clients as “Dr. K”, has a Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D) from Indiana State University, and an MBA in Leadership from Butler University. Katrenia’s life mission is to help others put their Passion to Purpose. Her consulting firm, Passion 2 Purpose, LLC - provides STEM program evaluation, executive coaching, team development, performance assessment, and strategic planning offerings. Dr. Hughes has had the honor of being invited to deliver keynotes on a variety of topics in her areas of expertise. In her most recent corporate role, she was an Enterprise Learning & Development Partner at OneAmerica in Indianapolis. She has over a decade of experience teaching college students and 10 years working in corporate Organizational Development. While at Indiana State University, Katrenia had an opportunity to teach undergraduate psychology courses such as Abnormal Psychology and Human Sexuality - serving as the Human Sexuality course coordinator, Katrenia led a team of graduate teaching fellows. Results of her passion for teaching was recognized with an Educational Excellence Award in the College of Arts and Sciences, at Indiana State University.
Academic Job Search

This workshop will cover how a graduate student or post-doc should approach searching, applying, interviewing, and negotiating faculty positions.

**Abdul K. Mohammed: North Carolina Central University**

Dr. Abdul K. Mohammed is currently serving as Professor and Chair of the Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry at North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC. Previously, he served as the Dean of the College of Science and Technology at North Carolina Central University. Before his appointment at North Carolina Central University, he was the Chair of the Department of Chemistry at Winston Salem State University, Winston-Salem, NC and prior to that appointment he was an Associate Professor at North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC. He received his Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from Louisiana State University and did postdoctoral research at Florida State University. He was a Fulbright Scholar at Sultan Qaboos University in Oman from 2003 to 2004; and he served as a Carnegie African Diaspora Fellow at the Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria in the summers of 2017 and 2019. His research interests include photophysics and photochemistry of transition metal complexes and chemical education. He teaches general, inorganic and environmental chemistry courses.

**Dave Weatherspoon: Michigan State University**

Dr. Dave Weatherspoon is the Associate Provost of Enrollment and Academic Strategic Planning as well as a professor in the Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics Department. He is appointed in the tenure system. Prior to MSU, he was an Assistant and then Associate Professor of Agribusiness Management at Florida A&M University. Dave teaches food industry marketing and industrial organization courses. He has led agribusiness programs and numerous research and evaluation teams for the World Bank, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), United States Agency for International Development (USAID), global research institutes and universities to address the gnarly problems that poverty represents to millions of people in over 30 countries. His research on domestic and international food supply chain issues has been referenced in the literature and in the popular press; New York Times, Washington Post, Detroit Free Press, BBC, and the Associated Press. Currently his research is focused on the economics of food access, nutrition and health.
**Academic Job Search (cont.):**

**Terah Chambers: Michigan State University**

Dr. Terah Venzant Chambers is a professor of K-12 Educational Administration in the MSU College of Education. She joined The Graduate School as Associate Dean in Fall 2022 and is thrilled to contribute to a variety of programs that will foster graduate student success, including Emergency Fellowship Funding, Advance to Adventure (ATA), Academic Achievement Graduate Assistantships (AAGA), King-Chavez-Parks Future Faculty Fellowships (KCP-FFF), Prospective Doctoral Student Recruitment and Retention, Ruth Simms Hamilton TIAA Graduate Merit Fellowship, and the Edward Alexander Bouchet Graduate Honor Society (BGHS). She will also be working with Steven Thomas to support the Summer Research Opportunities Program (SROP) and the Alliance for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (AGEP) at MSU.

Dr. Venzant Chambers’ research interests include post-Brown K-12 education policy and urban education leadership. Specifically, she is interested in the ways within-school segregative policies influence African American students’ academic achievement and school engagement, as well as the price of school success for high-achieving students of color (racial opportunity cost). Her 2022 book, *Racial Opportunity Cost: The Toll of Academic Success on Black and Latinx Students* is available from Harvard Education Press. Venzant Chambers is past president of the University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA). She currently serves as co-editor of AERA Open and has previously served as associate editor for Educational Administration Quarterly, the Journal of Teacher Education, and the International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education.
Leveraging Academia-Industry Partnership through Tech Transfer
This panel discussion will be an introduction to different aspects of faculty entrepreneurship. Topics for discussion will include technology transfer, commercialization of academic research, and consulting. 2:40 PM-4:00 PM ET

Zachary Valdez: National Institute of Standards
Dr. Zack Valdez coordinates and convenes education and workforce policy with the Office of Advanced Manufacturing at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Zack has extensive knowledge in increasing equity in STEM from learning, teaching, implementation, and execution. He came to Washington D.C. in 2017, after finishing his Ph.D. at Baylor University in Biofuel Sustainability, to work as a Congressional Science and Technology Policy Fellow in the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources (SENR) Committee. He has since worked on community science and STEM education with an equity lens at various non-profits and now utilizes his experiences to increase the awareness, access, and opportunities for all people to engage with STEM.

His work with Manufacturing USA allows him to align academia, government, and industry to develop innovative technologies that will increase public health, economic stability, and national safety. Manufacturing USA institutes promote the development of mid-technical readiness level technologies and processes to reshore American innovation in manufacturing from cell cultures to cyber security.

Jennifer Carter-Johnson: Michigan State University
Dr. Carter-Johnson focuses her interests on intellectual property law and policy. She combines her scientific and legal training to investigate issues at the intersection of biological research and the law. Carter-Johnson was a visiting faculty fellow at Washington University School of Law in St. Louis, Missouri, from 2008 until she joined Michigan State University College of Law in fall 2010. Prior to that, she practiced law in Seattle, Washington, specializing in intellectual property licensing and representation of biotechnology companies. Professor Carter-Johnson graduated with highest honors from Union University with a B.S. in mathematics and biology. She then received her law degree with honors from the University of Michigan Law School, where she was an articles editor and symposium coordinator of the Michigan Law Review. She earned her Ph.D. in microbiology from the University of Virginia, where her research concentrated on immune system development. A member of the Washington State Bar, she is registered to practice before the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Carter-Johnson's publications include "The Shifting Landscape of Patent Licensing," BioPharm International (2007); "Lack of the Trosine Phosphatase SHP-1 Causes an Enrichment of CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T Cells," The Journal of Immunology (2005); "Cutting Edge: Dependence of TCR Antagonism on Src Homology 2 Domain-containing Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Activity," The Journal of Immunology (2003); and "The Tyrosine Phosphatase SHP-1 Influences Thymocyte Development by Setting TCR Signaling Thresholds," International Immunology (1999).
Enhancing Grant-Writing Skills & Identifying Untapped Resources
During this session, panelists will cover how to identify Request for Proposals (RFPs), build effective grant-writing teams, and communication with grant program directors.
2:40 PM-4:00 PM ET

Miles McNall: Michigan State University
Dr. Miles McNall, is Director for Community Engaged Research in the Office of Public Engagement and Scholarship at Michigan State University. Miles offers a variety of supports to faculty staff and students for CES, including assistance in the development of academic-community partnerships, educational and professional development opportunities on the theory and practice of CES, and support in developing broader impacts plans and evaluations for NSF proposals. In addition, Miles is the lead organizer for the Innovations in Collaborative Modeling conference and Participatory Modeling Field School at Michigan State University.

Miles has 24 years of experience with the evaluation of health and human service programs and 16 years of experience supporting faculty, staff and students in their community engaged scholarship (CES). Miles has conducted evaluations of a wide variety of interventions including HIV/AIDS prevention and care programs, comprehensive community initiatives, school-based health centers, intensive home-based treatment services for children with severe emotional disturbances, and systems change initiatives in early childhood and youth mental health systems. Miles is the President of the Michigan Association for Evaluation.

Ashley Johnson: The Kresge Foundation
Dr. Ashley Johnson is a Program Officer at The Kresge Foundation. Ashley supports the Education Program which funds student-focused postsecondary access and success efforts that remove barriers to postsecondary degrees for traditionally marginalized populations. Before joining the foundation in 2021, Ashley served as the founding Executive Director of Detroit College Access Network (DCAN) and the Director of the Detroit Promise, where she led Detroit’s citywide college access network and worked to create equitable pathways for postsecondary access and success on behalf of Detroit students and families. With over 15 years of experience in K-12 and higher education, she also held positions with the University of Michigan Wolverine Pathways program and as a high school teacher.

A native of Shelbyville, Tennessee, she earned a Ph.D. from Michigan State University in K-12 Education Administration with a specialization in Urban Education as well as a Bachelor of Arts in Biology and a Master of Arts in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Mississippi.
Saturday Closing Remarks & Awards

Closing remarks will be made by MSU AGEP Program Director, Steven D. Thomas. Best presenter awards will be given at this time. This is a great opportunity to connect with recruiters and listen to our live performance by La Shaun ‘Phoenix’ Moore and other musical guests.

La Shaun ‘Phoenix’ Moore: InsideOut Literary Arts
La Shaun phoenix Moore is a Detroit-based vocalist, spoken word artist, activist, culture creator and wife. Moore’s interdisciplinary work is infused with her love for the city of Detroit, hip-hop, God, social justice and her black momma. She is currently working on her first memoir exploring the complexities of the Mother Wound and how it is rooted in her immediate family. Moore is the coach of the Youth Performance Troupe for InsideOut Literary Arts. She is the recipient of the 2020 and 2021 Creators of Culture Award by CultureSource.
What is AGEP?

The Alliances for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (AGEP) is a National Science Foundation program that supports recruitment, retention, and graduation of underrepresented U. S. minorities in doctoral programs of the natural and social sciences, mathematics, and engineering. Undergraduates, graduate students, post-docs, and faculty who participate in building the AGEP Community at MSU rise to meet the challenge of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion at U. S. colleges and universities, by nurturing and developing world-class STEM and Social, Behavioral and Economic sciences faculty members who fully reflect the diversity in race, gender, culture and intellectual talent of the U. S. population.

National Need

The United States faces a growing demand for a highly educated science and engineering workforce. The annual number of Black, Hispanic, and American Indian citizens earning a PhD must quadruple in order to contribute the science and engineering talent necessary for the U.S. to become self-reliant.

AGEP at Michigan State University – Impact

The MSU AGEP Learning Community represents 75% of doctoral students at MSU who are Black, Hispanic or American Indian citizens that in NSF sponsored departments. Ninety percent of the MSU AGEP Community graduate student participants complete an advanced degree. Over the past 10 years, the MSU AGEP Community has grown from six graduate students in 2006 and faculty to over 250 participants annually with over 400 alumni nation-wide.

The MSU AGEP Learning Community began with support from NSF, and AGEP has become a self-sustaining component of the matrix of graduate student support provided by the MSU Graduate School. A cross-disciplinary MSU AGEP Learning Community of graduate students and faculty meets monthly; discusses active research by participants using everyday language; and considers current topics of regional and national importance for public policy. At MSU, AGEP is a proven strategy for diverse recruitment, retention, and persistence in graduate education. The AGEP Student Success Conference hosted by MSU is cross-disciplinary experience, full of scientists, engineers, social scientists, policy makers and community leaders and students.

For more information, visit us at:
MSU AGEP website: https://grad.msu.edu/agep
MSU AGEP Program Director: Steven Thomas, deshawn@msu.edu

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the individual presenters and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.